
 
 

I Listening comprehension: (8 marks) 

                                      A/family memories 
1/Circle the right option: (1 mark) 

The text is about  B/school memories 
                                     C/childhood memories 
……………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………… 

 
2/ These statements are false. Correct them with adetail from the text: (3 marks) 

A/Kim used to spend a month in her uncle’s beach house.
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B/For Jeff summer vacations were miserable. 
.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
C/Kim didn’t like painting animals 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
3/Did Kim and Jeff  go to the same tree house?(1mark) 

My brother and I used to …………………………there to play chess and read ……………………..books. 
4/Listen and complete with the missing words(1mark) 

 

A:      con/ser/va/tive                         B:pur/chase 
5//Circle the stressed syllable in these words(1 mark) 

6/
A/expressing contrast        B/expressing opinion                      C/expressing obligation        

Listen to this sentence and circle the right function (1mark) 

 
II Language: (12 marks) 

 
1/ Write the words between brackets in the correct tense or form:( 3.5 marks) 

        The main reason for ( give ) …………………….. children   pocket money is to help them feel that 

they ( be ) ………….  important members of the family. Besides, it helps teenagers to make a ( choose 

) …………… . However, it can be a problem if there isn’t much money to spare in the family, but even a 

small amount can give a child the ( feel ) …………………. of independence. Besides, some teenagers 

often make bad habits like ( buy ) ………………………cigarettes . My         ( advise) ……………… to those 

teenagers is that they should remember that their parents worked hard to win that money. So they 

must be very (care)…………… with it. 
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I don’t have any brothers or sisters. I am an only child. When I was little, I liked it because I had all 

my parents’ attention. I had a (worst / better/ best) friend who lived next door. She was (as older 

as / as old as / as oldest as) me and she was a bit like my sister. But now as I become an adult, I 

think it’s really difficult. My father diedabout ten years ago so of course I am the one who is left totally 

(responsibility/responsible/irresponsible) for my mum. I am the one who is left to look 

(at/after / for) her. After I got married I made the decision to have (more / most/ much) than a 

child. I have two children now. They seem very happy and they get on very (better/good/well) with 

each other. 

2/Circle the correct alternative ( 3mks )  

 

3/Fill in the blanks with words from the box : (3.5marks) 

 
 

Sometimes parents feel ill on the habits, attitudes and behaviorof their children.They don't (1) 

…………………the current need  of their children. They go (2) …………………giving  examples of the 

past and bother their children for nothing. I think  parents should only guide 

children(3)…………………and let them enjoy their present. By these conflicts, (4) …………………take 

place between parents and children, it is said  there is a (5)…………………….. 

Parents talk on the basis of all (6)………………… experiences that are results of the events and 

dealings they had faced in their lives (7)………………… kidsargueaccording to their surroundings.  

 

1/Adopting a  pet dog  needs a second thought.  

4-Reorder these sentence-parts to get a coherent paragraph : ( 2marks) 

2-we are /company/alone /Pet dogs/when/ are/ the best/ 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..….……… 

3-its loyal / like a friend./with / It keeps/ you warm/A pet dog is/  and loving. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- our duty to take/ adopting /a pet in our house,/When/  it is naturally / care of it./we are 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-on people’s health./We must /knowing /the consequences / the dog’s health/care for/ of the sick 

dogs/ 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

this/amount/realize /which/ properly/ on /those/generation gap/while/ 
 

Good luck 


